The Greenbelt
Nature and Recreation Centers
The Greenbelt's newly constructed Nature Center is scheduled to open in late 2003 at Rockland and Brielle Aves. The Nature Center will include exhibition and meeting spaces, a classroom, gift shop, parking and access to the Greenbelt's trails. The Greenbelt Recreation Center off Brielle Avenue are also being finalized. These capital projects are part of the Greenbelt's Masterplan to make programs and resources more available to the public.
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The Greenbelt Information Center

The Greenbelt Information Center is located in the Flagship Park, Willowbrook Park, and the Carousel for All Children. The Greenbelt Information Center is located in the Flagship Park, Willowbrook Park, and the Carousel for All Children.

Park and Trail Safety
The Greenbelt's trails are designed for walking and hiking. We recommend that visitors hike in groups of two or more and, if possible, carry a cellular phone. Bicycles are only permitted on paved areas within the Greenbelt, and on the planned perimeter bike path. For your own safety, and to ensure that the wildlife habitats remain undisturbed, please remain on designated trails. Please be considerate of your fellow park users and their neighborhood. Dispose of trash properly and do not smoke cigarettes in or near the woods. Leave flowers, plants, animals and other natural resources as you found them. Take only pictures, leave only footprints! Overnight camping, fires and possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages are strictly prohibited anywhere within the Greenbelt or any NYC park. Destruction, defacement, alteration or removal of parks property is illegal. Dogs love the Greenbelt. They are very welcome, but must be kept on a leash. Owners must clean-up after their pets. For further information, call the Department of Environmental Conservation's Buffalo Office on New York City's North Fork at 718-833-0500.
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